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Results for #dlm2011

Ingmario Ingmar Koch
't Deens Rijksarchief accepteert pdf(/a) NIET als archiveringsformaat voor Officeformaten. Multi-page tiff wel (en Jpeg2000 ook) #dlm2011
3 hours ago

Tracy_Caughell Tracy_Caughell
Live demo of Apache CMIS client with import of MoReq2010 example1.xml by @jenshuebel #DLM2011
3 hours ago

Tracy_Caughell Tracy_Caughell
Use the CMIS Query lang to get information from MCR (Query service not included in MoReq #DLM2011 )
3 hours ago

EricKetelaar Eric Ketelaar
#dlm2011 Hofman: long term preservation is not a core services Of #moreq2010 unlike ICA req. Garde: archiving could be extension module
3 hours ago
iDeanUToronto Seamus Ross
Filip Boudrez (Belgium) delivering another of his outstanding presentations on Antwerp City Archives' approach to managing records #DLM2011
3 hours ago

Tracy_Caughell Tracy_Caughell
In multiple sessions it was mentioned #MoReq2010 lacks a 'relationship' service #DLM2011
3 hours ago

jewee80 jweterings
MoReq2010 burning issue: distinction between aggregation and classification #DLM2011
3 hours ago

iDeanUToronto Seamus Ross
Fantastic paper at DLM Conf, Enric Staromiejski Torregrosa (Evers Gp, Spain) on open gov data & an approach to make this feasible #DLM2011
3 hours ago

ChidoHier CHIDO
@Ingmario Wauw. Systeemniveau en grote groepen; klinkt als de Light-versie van PIVOT. #pivotlite #dlm2011
ChidoHier CHIDO
@Ingmario Interesting! Ook hier geldt vermoedelijk weer: wat is 'appraisal'? Of is het echt selectie voor vernietiging? #dlm2011
3 hours ago

JamesLappin James Lappin
Listening to Andrea Hängar of the German Bundesarchiv talk about their electronic archive programme #DLM2011
4 hours ago

RY79 Ruud Yap
On Re-Use of Data in the UK Directgov 2010 and Beyond: Revolution Not Evolution | Cabinet Office bit.ly/ucYv1v #dlm2011
4 hours ago

Ingmario Ingmar Koch
Andrea Hänger: "People want to work with emails and officedocuments and not with records." #dlm2011
4 hours ago

jeewee80 jweterings
www.musingovermoreq2010.com Podcast series #DLM2011
4 hours ago
Priority actions of the Council of Ministers
Recommendation (2005/835/CE)

2. reinforcement of European interdisciplinary cooperation on electronic documents and archives to be further developed, including within the framework of the Council Work Plan for Culture, in particular regarding the coordination of digitalisation (1):

— increase in cooperation on safeguarding the authenticity, long-term preservation and availability of electronic documents and archives, in particular by updating and extending the current requirements for setting up electronic document and archive management systems such as MoReq (Model requirements for electronic documents and archives management systems), which promote better public administration, and by continuing to organise DLM (2) forums on electronic documents and archives;
Announcement of release of BETA Test Framework for MoReq2010 and launch of testing programme

Join the DLM Forum Triennial Conference 2011 in Brussels 12-14 December!

Conference programme now available from the download page

Click here to follow us on Twitter!

Download the MoReq2010 specification [here](#) and the XML schema [here](#)
MARKET UPDATE: MOREQ2010 TESTING ANNOUNCED

DLM FORUM ANNOUNCES MOREQ2010 TESTING AND ACCREDITATION INITIATIVES

Updated Archiving and Records Management Specification will be delivered in Q4 2010.

**Event:** The DLM Forum announced on 12th December 2011 that it will publish a MoReq2010 Testing Framework and accredit the first MoReq2010 Testing Provider by the end of December 2011, which will reflect Government, regulators, users and vendors requests for robust information control mechanisms to meet European compliance and governance guidelines.

**Analysis:** During 2012, MoReq2010 will become a key part of information compliance architectures that are driven by increased regulatory demands in the finance, government and environment sectors. This will be encouraged by National Archives and regulators and kick-start the process to define new vendor-agnostic information management strategies. It will create the demand to encourage content, and records management software and services vendors to produce MoReq2010-certified offers by the end of 2012.
Interoperability

- record created
- record transferred
- record transferred
- record transferred
- etc.

MoReq2010
I am convinced that a more organised and systematic implementation of the Morecq2010 standard within the Belgian public services would be an important step towards a faster capture and transfer of information that needs to be preserved in the long term.

Karel Velle, General Sate Archivist of Belgium
the long-term preservation of electronic archives is one of the greatest challenges of the past years for archives institutions. All archives institutions are confronted with similar problems ... standards (and preferably) open standards must ensure a simple, efficient and safe exchange, preservation, and consultation of digital archives.

Karel Velle, General State Archivist of Belgium
Now more than ever, a good co-operation with records creators and supervision of records creation is a necessity. ... More attention is today given to the importance of good archiving practices with a view to accountability, publicity of government, and protection of privacy.

Karel Velle, General Sate Archivist of Belgium
Record Formation

Archiving
The National Archives should pay more attention to the formal aspects of their work and should consider using existing legislative provision to widen their role, particularly in the new field of electronic records management.

It is essential that governments take account of the whole life cycle of archives in setting rules for digital records management. National Archives should choose to act as coordinating partner for governments.

Yvonne Bos-Rops,
Digital Record Keeping and the Changing Role of Archives. Report to EAG, 2011.
New structure
and bye laws
Tasks – next six months

• Develop a new MoReq roadmap
• Create a set of new projects for 2012/13
  • (To be launched May 2012)
• Gather project teams
• Get budget and resources
Be a part of this important European forum

Join us in Brussels for DLM Forum’s triennial conference: Europe’s leading event for archive, records and information management.

Our comprehensive educational programme covers all the latest developments in the industry, plus expert advice, real-life case studies, interactive discussions and the inside track on MoReq2010®, presented by expert speakers from all over Europe.

http://www.revolution1.plus.com/dlm/index.htm
The European Commission strongly believes that action on interoperability is essential to maximise the social and economic potential of information and communication technologies.
Interop & Standards in DAE

Interoperability and standards

Adopt a European Interoperability Strategy and Framework
Implement EIF
Interoperability - ISA
“Every European Digital”

Neelie Kroes
Alpo Jaakola, Äanittäjät (1962)
Attributes of information ecology:

1. integration of diverse types of information,
2. recognition of evolutionary change
3. emphasis on observation and description
4. focus on people and information behavior.

An Ecological Model for Information Management
Davenport (1997)
The conference encourages the DLM Forum to look in new directions and notably to:

• consider issues surrounding the transfer of records from the originating bodies to archival services, in joint pilot projects for interoperability between records management and archive applications;
The conference encourages the DLM Forum to look in new directions and notably to:

- consider issues surrounding the transfer of records from the originating bodies to archival services, in particular by encouraging the use of the MoReq2 XML schema in joint pilot projects for interoperability between records management and archive applications;
- evaluate the impact of new software technologies on records management and archives systems in practice;
- provide guidance for developing electronic records management skills and competencies within user communities across Europe;
- establish strategies for influencing decision-makers to implement ERDMS, notably by carrying out cost-benefit analyses.
- provide the DLM members a set of practical case studies and concrete solutions.
The conference encourages the DLM Forum to look in new directions and notably to:

• consider issues surrounding the transfer of records from the originating bodies to archival services, in joint pilot projects for interoperability between records management and archive applications;

• evaluate the impact of new software technologies on records management and archives systems in practice;

• provide guidance for developing electronic records management skills and competencies within user communities across Europe;

• establish strategies for influencing decision-makers to implement MCRS;

• provide the DLM members a set of practical case studies and concrete solutions.
• Archival institutions
• Regulatory bodies
• Government agencies
• Business
• Suppliers
• Vendors
• Consultants
• ....
Final conclusion: The 2011 DLM Forum conference has brought forth new practical approaches and solutions as well as strategies for the future. The DLM Forum should continue to set the agenda and provide guidance for user oriented solutions and models for best practice with a view to maintaining the trustworthiness and authenticity of the digital knowledge of our society for now and for the future.